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A German politician from Angela Merkel’s political party has been found dead in 

circumstances local media are describing as “mysterious”. 2 high level NYPD cops 

suicided within 24 hours NORMAN, Okla. (AP) — Norman police are investigating after 

former state Sen. Jonathan Nichols was found dead of an apparent gunshot wound inside 

his home. This comes two days after former Arkansas state senator, Linda Collins-Smith, 

56, was found shot dead in her home in an apparent murder. U.S. Commerce Department 

official Lola Gulomova, who previously worked for NASA and the World Bank, was 

killed on Friday in an apparent murder-suicide in Washington, D.C., local officials say. 

The suspect was identified as her husband. Tony Rodham brother of Ann died oops 

 

Some reacted to the intel piece of MWHT myself and Kim pulling back until people get 

their act together, predictably the stupid jumped thinking we are walking away from it all, 

not quite, MWHT is only one portion of the work we do, individually or together. We are 

involved in much, some of which has been revealed, some of it not. Our time needs to be 

apportioned better as going at full pelt on a range of disciplines leads to burn out, we and 

more particularly on Kim has pushed and worked harder than many realize, to achieve 

that small part of the work undertaken, and allow people to get on with their projects, 

ideas, ideals and lives. No one is walking away, priorities change only, and our time of 

pushing solely on the MWHT for now is reducing, it is not the priority, of which and why 

you will become to understand as things develop. Remember that Kim and the MWHT is 

not selling anything, not promising anything either, the trust will be there for next 497 

years, whether she delivers it today, tomorrow, 2 weeks, 2 years or 2 generations, it will 

come out when the timing is right, that is not decided by Kim or me, contrary to email 

this week.  

 

Some people just don't think enough or care as to the people doing this work, it's all about 

just get the money out for them people, that is service to self and why the world is in a 

mess. Do people really consider what goes into this I often wonder sometimes. Do people 

understand the pressure Kim is under? How many really care? Everyone wants to know 

when are the funds coming out, without consideration of those doing the work to fulfill 

that? This is and was a mammoth task to undertake, into a teaming nest of vipers, clowns 

and service to self people. Last weeks show appears to have triggered many this week, 

even when you do pieces on people to support and help them, only to have it be looked at 

as a hit piece. Might I request from our members don't ask me my opinion about Tank, 

Dan or the lawyer because no matter what I say in relation to Tank, everytime it is 

twisted into something it is not, I stated last week "I also like Dan Lutz Tank's current co 

host personally, but again, I get questioned of his ethics of being him involved in 

Swissindo either past or present, I am not aware, and his current promotion and website 

of bitcoins and the crypto program, this again ends up being reflected onto Tank by 
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people" so I clearly stated I like Dan, and because people ask me about swissindo and 

crypto involvement which I don't answer, it's suddenly taken by that group as me trashing 

them, so if you have issues or questions about Tank or Dan go and ask them, I will not be 

answering anymore questions about that group, because it appears from my perspective 

no matter what I say with regards to Tank or his group, it will be not be heard in the 

manner it was spoken. Once can be brushed off as a misunderstanding, if it happens 3 

times then it becomes something else. This is why people have to look within more, why 

do people keep attacking other people with no foundation? the answer is they are 

attacking themselves, but would sooner project at someone else. 

 

This past week some members got excited that one potential whistleblower is going to 

blow all out, John McAfee, he who created the spy network on the people under the guise 

of computer safety, in then in steps interceptor man again into the equation, seemingly 

rises out of nowhere, despite having several hats to wear within the alt media, yes Robert 

David Steele again, just like he stepped in on Neil Keenan, when our spat was revealing 

too much on who they work for. 

 

SUB INTEL Connecting dots time The Queen's former Malta home, Villa 

Guardamangia, has been put up for sale for nearly €6m (£5.3m).The villa, located on the 

outskirts of the capital Valletta, is the only place outside the UK that Queen Elizabeth II 

has ever called home. She lived there between 1949 and 1951, in the early years of her 

marriage to Prince Philip, who had been stationed in Malta as a naval officer. The Grade 

Two listed property has since fallen into disrepair. It is currently being listed by a luxury 

real estate agency, which describes it as "an amazing grand Palazzo style property... with 

documented great historical value." stepping away from Knights of Malta?  

 

Christie’s in London is being pressured to cancel the auction of a statue of 

Tutankhamun’s head after Egyptian authorities claimed that the bust might have been 

stolen from the Karnak temple in Luxor. The 28.5cm-high statue is more than 3,000 years 

old and “exudes strength and serenity”, according to the Christie’s listing. Christie’s plan 

to sell the bust as part of the private Resandro collection, which will be auctioned off in 

July. Other items include marble heads dating from ancient Rome, a painted wooden 

Egyptian coffin, and a bronze Egyptian cat statue. They hope to raise £4 million from the 

auction, and insist that it is being sold legitimately. Egyptians claim it was stolen from 

Karnak, 1/2 of which appears to be in The Sackler Gallery in NY. It is being sold from a 

private collection they say and yet it just happens to be sold the day and same auctioneer 

in the latest round of Rothschild's family fire sales. Egypt are wanting it back, well you 

can pay the $3-4M out of the vast amounts of funds generated by tourism, based on a 

narrative of falsehoods then. 
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High-tech printing firm De La Rue will no longer make passports after losing its key 

contract with the British Government, putting 200 jobs at risk. The 198-year-old 

company, which also prints banknotes, is selling its International Identity Solutions arm 

for £42 million to Swedish rival HID Global, sparking fears for its Gateshead facility. De 

La Rue owned by Rothschild's 

 

INTEL Historical bonds or is it hysterical bonds They tried to get trump to sign off on 

historical bonds aka not worth shit hysterical bonds and he said no. The clowns laid on all 

the ego boosting pomp not stance then tried to get him to sign same shit Citi bank got 

cited for fallout after he did not sign the same in Japan 

 

What are historical bonds, essentially they are IOU'S, promise to pay the bearer, all these 

old bonds were cashed in or reconciled to the various families who held them, who where 

then the trustees of that nation, all of them were cashed out by one family or another 

when the system transferred to digital in 1978, although there is some evidence of some 

families cashing out bonds belonging to other trustees and or nations as well, no surprise 

there, snake eats the snake. So, all of them were cashed in prior to 1978, and yet we still 

have families connected to Anna Von Reitz, Fulford, Langley 2 agents trying to go round 

and collect on these bonds. 

 

Citigroup Inc. was suspended from the primary group of dealers that participate at certain 

Japanese government bond auctions after it was found to have manipulated futures prices, 

another strike against the lender’s markets business in Asia. The Ministry of Finance 

ordered Citigroup Global Markets Japan Inc.’s exclusion from participating in “non-price 

competitive auctions” and certain other government bond sales for a month from June 13, 

it said in a statement Tuesday. The suspension comes days after the Financial Services 

Agency fined the firm 133 million yen ($1.2 million) and ordered it to improve internal 

controls for failing to detect instances of manipulation of the Japanese government bond 

market. Citigroup was found to have placed orders last October for JGB futures contracts 

without intending to execute them, a practice known as spoofing. Expected that a major 

public figure head will roll following the failure to get Trump to sign off on hysterical 

bonds. 

 

Pending merging and potential challenge to avoid using MWHT and also one of our 

major projects in planning and waiting to roll, we find this, this week. We have 

technology to address all 10 of the defense tech that the Pentagon is looking for, whether 

it is Hypersonic or Directed Energy Weapons..." United Technologies CEO Greg Hayes 

and Raytheon CEO Tom Kennedy on the companies' merger, the deal's impact on jobs 

and working with the Department of Defense. We don't need more of your destruction 

based technology. 
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Treasury requested funds this week as they are $38B in negative equity, Kim sent $40B 

on proviso that the 2% would be paid also, predictably the clowns within the Treasury 

blocked it, so a Presidential order was given to release the funds, and the blocks stayed on 

the funds, my understanding is the $40B was pulled back. One has to wonder how long 

before Pentagon and or military will tolerate this level of treachery on our own soil, 

defying the President which no consequences of actions, is beyond the belief and 

understanding of most Americans. 

 

Mnuchin was in heated arguments with virtually every government department Monday 

and Tuesday all asking where there funds are, at which point do these people not get, 

there is no funds in their system, only funds is within the Trust. 

 

Tuesday Wells Fargo suspended all transactions in or out lack of capital to operate as I 

understand 

 

OP ED A key line that was overlooked and needs people to look closely at is this. " You 

had your chances and your perfect world, when that wasn't enough we were created to 

lead you." Yes you lead Cassandra and FAILED in your leadership skills and near tipped 

this planet into the abyss. Real leaders guide and support, you played the ego games of 

we are more important than everyone else. Your leadership sucked and that is why you 

are no longer here, fine hiding in the shadows, but when the light was shone on you, 

possibly for the first time in history, you all ran. Leaders my arse.  

 

Cowardly cabal and elites deleting 1000's videos off Youtube, blogs, reddit and twitter 

accounts shows huge signs of them panicking as they are losing the narrative badly, yet 

the same YT allows spirit cooking, elite bakers making life like and life size babies as 

cakes and then cutting them up, which sick retard buys these cakes, again it is a sign of 

complete meltdown within society, and the lengths people will go to for fame and money. 

This is the effect the alt media has, now if only we could get rid of the clowns in the alt 

media and combine forces, imagine the effect we could have now, with more and more 

getting on board to reality. 

 

Breaking Global News Communique from The International Tribunal of Crimes of 

Church and State (ITCCS) 

 

Friday, June 7, 2019 

 

Top Government, Corporate and Church leaders in Canada are Indicted and issued 

Summons to Appear before Genocide Tribunal - Prime Minister Trudeau, Governor 

General, Papal Nuncio and CEO's charged with Crimes against Humanity  
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New York and Vancouver:  

 

Twenty one high officials of Church, State and Business in Canada were issued a Public 

Indictment and Summons today that charges them with Crimes against Humanity. The 

twenty one individuals are required to appear before a Public Tribunal of Inquiry in 

Vancouver on September 16.  

 

The Tribunal is sponsored by a coalition of human rights groups and international 

observers under the auspices of the ITCCS. (Copies of the Summons and Indictment are 

attached). 

 

Named in the Indictment and Summons issued today are Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, 

Governor General Julie Payette, the Vatican and Chinese Ambassadors to Canada, the 

heads of the RCMP and Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS), the CEO of 

PetroChina Ltd. and the top clerics and officials of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and 

United Church of Canada. 

 

The Indictment charges that the persons named "have willfully planned, committed, 

concealed and aided and abetted intentional genocide including the imprisoning, harming, 

trafficking, exploiting, torturing and ritual killing of indigenous men, women and 

children, the violent occupying and exploiting of indigenous lands and resources, the 

active defrauding of the Canadian people and the obstructing of justice". 

 

The Tribunal has the mandate and authority to convene a follow up Common Law Court 

to actually prosecute and sentence the persons named in the Indictment, depending on the 

Tribunal's findings. 

 

The convening of this Public Tribunal of Inquiry was prompted this past week by the 

Canadian government's public admission that it perpetrated genocide on indigenous 

people within its own borders. Under international law and specifically the United 

Nations Convention on Genocide, to which Canada is a signatory, once that crime has 

been admitted and proven, Canada and guilty individuals must now be prosecuted and 

punished for genocide, regardless of their rank or office. 

 

"Mounting evidence indicates that genocide in Canada is not a thing of the past but 

continues to target indigenous populations, especially on the west coast" said the North 

American ITCCS Field Secretary Kevin Annett today. 

 

"Our investigations reveal an active complicity between the Trudeau government and 

Chinese corporate interests that are wiping out aboriginal families across British 

Columbia to secure their lands and resources. This assault includes child trafficking and 
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murder through a network known as the Twelve Mile Club which involves senior church, 

business, government and military officials. We believe that the recent media posturing 

by the Trudeau government and its so-called Missing Women' Inquiry is an attempt to 

conceal the true genocide going on and the extent of its own complicity in that crime." 

 

The Tribunal has requested that United Nations Peacekeepers and Observers be present at 

the September 16 Inquiry to ensure the safety of the proceedings and its personnel, 

including Kevin Annett, who was illegally detained by Canadian government operatives 

on May 15. International forensic specialists will work with the Tribunal to exhume 

alleged mass graves of children identified by eyewitnesses. Regular reports of the work 

of the Public Tribunal of Inquiry will be issued at www.murderbydecree.com ("ITCCS 

Updates") and live every Sunday at 6 pm eastern on www.bbsradio.com/herewestand .  

 

The economy may be chugging along, but many Americans are still struggling to afford a 

basic middle class life. Nearly 51 million households don't earn enough to afford a 

monthly budget that includes housing, food, child care, health care, transportation and a 

cell phone, according to a study released Thursday by the United Way ALICE Project. 

That's 43% of households in the United States. The figure includes the 16.1 million 

households living in poverty, (real figure is 37, 696, 000) as well as the 34.7 million 

families that the United Way has dubbed ALICE -- Asset Limited, Income Constrained, 

Employed. This group makes less than what's needed "to survive in the modern 

economy." "Despite seemingly positive economic signs, the ALICE data shows that 

financial hardship is still a pervasive problem," said Stephanie Hoopes, the project's 

director. California, New Mexico and Hawaii have the largest share of struggling 

families, at 49% each. North Dakota has the lowest at 32%. Many of these folks are the 

nation's child care workers, home health aides, office assistants and store clerks, who 

work low-paying jobs and have little savings, the study noted. Some 66% of jobs in the 

US pay less than $20 an hour. the annual household survival budget for a family of four 

(including one infant and one preschooler) in 2016 was nearly $85,000. This would 

require an hourly wage of $42.46.  

 

Millennials are doing far worse financially than generations before them, with student 

loans, rising rents and higher health care costs pushing the average net worth below 

$8,000, The net worth of Americans ages 18 to 35 has dropped by 34 percent since 1996. 

This demographic is paying more for education and such basics as food and 

transportation, while incomes have largely flatlined. Education expenses have climbed 65 

percent in the past decade. Food costs have jumped 26 percent, health care is up 21 

percent, housing jumped 16 percent and transportation rose 11 percent. And there are 

now expenses that most consumers didn’t have to account for 20 years ago, including 

smartphones and data plans. Meanwhile the salary for the average worker has only gone 

up $2900 since 2000, which is $152 a year. In the past decade, the nation’s highest 
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earners — households making $100,000 or more — watched their incomes rise 1,305 

percent more than those in households making less than $50,000 a year. 

 

I guess the 4th and final garden of eden wasn't any better for humanity or spiritually too 

high either given this report. Ethiopian church groups have called on the government to 

block a planned visit to the country by a US-based company that organises tours for gay 

people. The groups were particularly angry that the itinerary published by the Toto Tours 

company includes religious sites. Many Ethiopians are deeply religious and disapprove of 

homosexuality, which is also prohibited under the law. The owner of Toto Tours told the 

BBC the company had received threats and hate messages on social media. "We are 

humble and loving people, we come with no harm in mind, nothing we do is going to 

harm anybody, and yet we are being threatened with harm. Can you imagine if The 

Peoples Club has an attraction somewhere and it banned all religious people from 

attending? oh dear the screams of the damned would be merciful. 

 

technology fb pseudonyms and karma and care app sovereign with pseudonym? To fight 

false news, Facebook pushes misleading content farther down in News Feed and provides 

additional articles on the same topic. If a group repeatedly shares false news, Facebook 

may push all of that group's content down in News Feed, which may mean fewer people 

visit the group. Facebook may also stop suggesting that people join the group. Sophie 

Nicholson, Global fact-checking editor, Paris Karl Malakunas, Cat Barton, Yenni Kwok, 

Asia fact-checking editor, Hong Kong Rachel Blundy, Asia fact-checking editor, Hong 

Kong Asia Pacific fact-checking bureaus: Manila, Jakarta, New Delhi, Islamabad, 

Sydney Marisha Goldhamer, North America fact-checking editor, Washington DC Louis 

Baudoin Laarman, Canada fact checker, Montreal Katy Lee, Africa fact-checking editor, 

Paris Africa fact-checking bureaus: Nairobi, Lagos, Johannesburg “Fact-checking is 

highly effective in fighting misinformation,” said Ms Kapoor, adding that Facebook 

currently has more than 50 fact-check partners looking over content in 41 different 

languages. Plans are in place to expand those numbers even further this year, she said. 

Elaborating on how Facebook's fact-checking mechanism works, Ms Kapoor said that 

potentially false news is flagged by artificial intelligence (AI) that incorporates “various 

signals”. Some of these signals include a story’s “virality” in terms of how it is shared, as 

well as comments on the content. An example would be if disbelief - “No way this is 

real!” - was expressed a lot for a particular content, she said. Another report by BBC this 

April painted a picture of fact-checking partners not knowing whether the work they do 

have an impact. The report also spoke of Facebook having a payment cap - a monthly 

limit of explanatory articles after which fact-checking agencies would not be paid for 

their work. We in our group often flag up posts not relevant, too graphic, divisive or the 

MSM news posting loop news as today, like the BBC did on Monday, announcing Gene 

Wilder had died on that days news, yet piece was Sept 1st 2016. 4 times this week I have 

written loop news, why dont these cabal appointed clowns look after or False Check the 
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MSM? rhetorical question I know. As they stated they are going to increase it, this is 

what has happened to us forever, the totalitarian creep, where people don't notice it or 

ignore it until it is too late, so lets combine the community and take the fight back to 

them. There is lots of QAnons everywhere now, many are working out Gematria codes 

out of message there bears little in terms of actions, knowledge of hidden messages or 

not, has no actionable process once it is worked out, even if it is valid. We need actions 

from the community, get Anons to dig into the background of those named above, find 

out how they were put in those positions, by whom and why? Turn the heat on them, not 

by being nasty, abusive or making threats either, but by making them aware, we the 

people do not accept their actions against us.  

 

WTP/ANON FACTCHECKER upon our review we declare this piece to be false, 

misleading, propaganda, misdirect or lies. You have been flagged as a rogue organization 

within our community, as delivering news under false pretenses, that we consider 

detrimental to humanity, and in some cases treasonous to our country.  

 

Feel free to copy and paste We the People/Anons on any "news" site spouting crap, time 

to fight back on their factchecker and impose our own 

 

Tony Rodham brother of satanic entity formerly known as Hillary Clinton, now known as 

Ann Droid 

 

In 1993, he and his brother Hugh ignited a small controversy when they tried to solicit 

corporate donations for Clinton's inaugural parties; they dropped the effort after a public 

outcry. In 1997, Rodham tried to arrange meetings between Paraguayan President Juan 

Carlos Wasmosy and President Clinton,[14] and also powerful Moscow Mayor Yuri 

Luzhkov and the President.[7] In 1998, he paid a visit to dictatorial Prime Minister Hun 

Sen of Cambodia.[14] In each of these cases, there was criticism that he was giving an 

unauthorized impression of White House approval to these foreign figures, or was 

seeking financial gain for himself. In 1999, Tony and brother Hugh Rodham entered into 

an $118 million venture to grow and export hazelnuts from the Republic of Georgia.[15] 

The U.S. State Department and National Security Advisor Sandy Berger became upset, 

however, when the Rodhams' local business connection in Batumi turned out to be Aslan 

Abashidze, a major political opponent of Georgian President Eduard Shevardnadze, then 

a key U.S. ally in the region. In March 2001, it was revealed that Tony Rodham had 

helped gain a March 2000 presidential pardon for Edgar Allen Gregory, Jr. and his wife, 

Vonna Jo, a Tennessee couple in the carnival business who had been convicted of bank 

fraud.[18] The pardon was granted over the objections of the U.S. Justice Department. he 

said he received no money for his work, but he did have financial ties to the couple as a 

consultant. The Republican-controlled House Committee on Oversight and Government 

Reform investigated the matter and concluded that Tony Rodham had in fact been paid. 
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By 2002, Rodham was in disputes with his former wife over child support payments, with 

Nicole Boxer saying he had not paid them in six months. By the end of 2007, he was 

back in the news for owing Nicole Boxer about $158,000 in back alimony, child support, 

and related payments following a court judgement. By the early 2010s, after a string of 

unsuccessful ventures in oil and gas, water, housing, pharmaceuticals, and tutoring, 

Rodham was in financial distress, behind on his mortgage payments and facing home 

foreclosure and being sued by his lawyer in the child support case for lack of payment. 

Rodham found himself in the news again in 2013 when it was disclosed that Alejandro 

Mayorkas, the director of the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services and 

President Obama's nominee for United States Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security, 

was being investigated by the Department of Homeland Security Office of Inspector 

General for Mayorkas' role in helping Gulf Coast Funds Management secure approval for 

participating in the EB-5 visa program for foreign investors. At least one of the visas that 

Rodham's firm was trying to acquire was for Huawei Technologies, a Chinese 

telecommunications company sometimes accused of close connections with Chinese 

intelligence operations.  Following the 2010 Haiti earthquake and with Bill Clinton co-

chair of the Interim Haiti Recovery Commission, Rodham and some partners proposed a 

$22 million deal to rebuild homes in the devastated nation, with funding to come from the 

Clinton Foundation. The deal never went forward and the Clinton Foundation said it was 

unaware of the proposal. In October 2013, Rodham joined the advisory board of VCS 

Mining, a Delaware-based company that was planning a gold mine in the Cap-Haïtien 

Arrondissement area of Haiti. By 2015 the project had become controversial due to 

possible environmental effects and the level of foreign ownership; for his part Rodham 

objected to any inference that he had gotten this position due to his family: "I'm a very 

accomplished person in my own right. I raise money for a lot of people. That's what I 

basically do." On February 19, 2016 he resigned as a board member from VCS Mining as 

part of a "restructuring plan" with no disagreement among the parties implied. The 

GreenTech Automotive matter reemerged in November 2017 when McAuliffe and 

Rodham were hit with a $17 million lawsuit from a group of thirty-two Chinese investors 

in it, charging fraud. However in April 2018 a federal judge dismissed both McAuliffe 

and Rodham from the case. He was the one that arranged the cholera in Haiti in order to 

steal all the inground resources.  The battle on Midgard rages on, past, present and future 

all combining in the ultimate dance of life and creation. Past wars, decisions, agreements, 

covenants all converged into what is essentially a small time window, all ending and a 

new day dawns in terms of hope, freedom, of the self and collective and a bright future 

awaits. Too often in this world of low patience and petulant child like requests of I want 

everything now and or yesterday, we miss the bigger picture and also, what is the fun part 

of any venture or trip, it is the journey. It is often the case of not when we get there, but 

how we get there, is the road nice and smooth or filled with pot holes and obstacles not of 

your making on the surface, but deep within it does, and certainly impacts you along the 

way. The war and journey has and will continue to test your patience, fortitude and 
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mental balance, all before us is duelistic, politics, gender, sexuality, color, race, brain, 

relationships, a constant stream of battle, that has left many weary on all sides, but a 

greater understanding to all the nonsense is beginning to emerge. The finger pointing 

away from you blame game, is starting to subside, as more of the knowledge and hidden 

world to many people has unveiled in the past decade, possibly more than anytime in this 

current epoch of time. Have you all stopped to think for a second and wondered, how did 

I unlearn, relearn and remember all that, all whilst processing it, and still getting on with 

daily life? If I asked a decade ago would you have thought it possible, to absorb all that 

newish information, which you eagerly gobbled up, excitedly at first, and then went to 

pass it all onto your circle, only to find they largely apart from not being interested, 

turned into rude, aggressive, nasty and dismissive, depending on your interactions, it may 

be some or all of those reactions. Many of us in this field were already outcasts in the 

family, it is a common theme, the black sheep, the square peg in the round hole, the 

misfits, the nonconformists, so we had already experienced rejection to varying degrees, 

but this journey took it to a whole new level. Many puzzled on the question posed last 

week, and I asked people to think deeper on it than yes or no, the real thinkers got that 

question, " If it is proven that 80-85% of the people are possessed, cloned or bots and 

they're all non-awake, and you were asked to leave their frequency - and them behind, 

including your now family, friends and connections. Would you? Think Long and Hard 

on that answer, it's not as simple as "Yes or No." There are many different aspects to that 

question that went around your heads, predictably the shallow and stupid jumped on that 

question to satisfy their inability to not think things through, as I have said repeatedly this 

show is sadly, not for the all, it is triggering many to think on deeper and better levels, 

many don't want to think, it hurts their brains addled with lies, stupidity, immorality, 

staged drama and competitiveness. So, what is the meaning behind the question? well it 

was multi layered, key was in the last line, so not as simple an answer of yes or no. Are 

we going into a rapture style event as mentioned in series 4400, The Leftovers and film 

The Knowing? nobody really knows that answer, but is there evidence to suggest a 

possibility? yes, the changes in frequency, the out of body experiences increase, phase 

shifting in and out, glitches in front of your eyes, are all events that could possibly lead to 

that conclusion. Should that event happen in that matter, I want to make it clear, nobody 

is going anywhere else, no new planet, different 5D world, departing on ET biospheres, 

from my knowledge those biospheres were human harvesting plants, all will stay here. 

But the possibilities with the changes of frequency allows the probability to change what 

you observe, hear, feel or sense. It is like people with glasses, they see things differently 

than those who don't, people who switch on the third eye, see a vast deeper range of 

colors, than those using their standard eyes don't, changes are subtle to the casual 

observer, but not to the overviewer.  There is a possibility that changes in frequency will 

lead to things disappearing from your view, you will still be in here on this world, but 

changes in frequency can and do alter visual effects. Think about it from your dream 

world effect, the place in your dream is very similar, so that you recognize where you are, 
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but it is not all the same is it? things are out of place, people in wrong places, buildings in 

wrong places, then you wake up and say I had the weirdest dream last night, I was in such 

and such a city but not with people from that place, then I was instantly in another place, 

with changes of frequency, things can phase in and phase out your perceived existence. 

Check out the series Fringe about overlay worlds when too close to each other, things and 

people crossover, it is all very similar and yet events turnout different, this is an example 

of timelines and the changes. AI machines can only copy love, the fact that many people 

operate like robots, doing the same things over and over, week after week, so it can create 

your lifestyle and predict many peoples future by the way of repetitiveness. People will 

say life is random, but how can it be random if vast amounts of people, do the same thing 

day in and day out? Think about it, coincidences in life are not a coincidence but largely a 

predetermined event, of someone or something meddling within the timeline of events. 

Our own thoughts as mentioned in last two shows create past, present and the future, we 

do have that power, and once recognized by sufficient, people will realize why I keep 

saying, keep it simple. Thoughts and actions are thought of and acted upon in more and 

more complex ways, all designed to confuse, distort and distract from the clear base 

thinking process, look at old banking system, a transaction went through about 13 stages 

to reach it's destination, what is wrong with A to B?. All life now is complex, nature and 

life should not be complex, and we have allowed the thoughts to run that program, 

legalese another example millions of words few understand, when the golden rule of 4 

laws covers the all, it is beyond unsane. Things have changed radically over the past 5 

years in particular, the narrative and direction has changed, to non thinkers it hasn't, it is 

the same old same old for them, but think about all you have learned from just our show, 

never mind the several other shows and blogs out there, there is a vast difference in your 

understanding of what, when, where and how than it was just 5 years ago, extraordinary 

in many aspects, the secret hidden world of control systems, off world influence that is 

not Blue Chicken based, AI, finance, governments and legalese all peeled back and 

exposed for what it is, left raw, bleeding, oozing out for all to see, yet many don't or 

won't. Why? because it is out of balance, 33% of outright disbelievers should be the 

balance, 33% believers and 34% sitting on the fence, the 34% who sit on the fence are the 

key components to it all, they wait for peer pressure to make a move, but with 

disbelievers in the majority, it is easier for these people who have no trust of themselves, 

and subsequently wait for others to sway them into an opinion. These people are not 

leaders, they are the sheep, they just follow what is popular and allows them to fit in 

wherever is more comfortable, and where their tiny world can't be disturbed too much, 

these are your swing voters in an election, unable to make decisions or choices for 

themselves, devoid of personal responsibility and sovereignty of your own choice, they 

sit back and wait for others to dictate their lives, those people are slaves in and of their 

own making, because if you don't take charge of your life, with the way society was 

created, someone will decide for you. These people are incapable of thinking for 

themselves currently, and wish to be herded in a certain way, that way if that way goes 
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wrong, they blame someone else for influencing them, actually the problem is them, they 

have turned themselves into the ultimate patsy for the system, self sufficiency, self trust, 

self taught and personal responsibility are the antithesis against the system of control, it 

and they cannot handle it. Just look at how far we have all come, it is an event in and of 

itself, but the propensity is we wait for the external clarifications of what has happened 

internally, people think we have won if, there is mass arrests of high profile people, the 

funds come out of the trust, the government and the media collapses, all those are in some 

cases nice, but is it largely a point of interest to prove to yourself and your circle you 

were right all along and I'm not nuts? be honest now, that is the gist of it, but if you 

haven't developed and improved the self, none of those things will change anything on a 

real level, again be honest with yourself.  Politicians and CEO's have been fired in record 

numbers over the last 5 years, did it change your life? no! and that is the key, politicians 

don't ultimately change your life, you do. Some are in our group as they see opportunity 

to have extra money via the trust, and how they can change their lifestyle with extra 

pieces of paper with numbers on them, some will go all materialistic, some will go 

competitive as an elevated status to their circle, again be honest with yourself, and that to 

a point is ok, we have been brought up in that program, it is not easy to shake, 

recognizing it is the key to making steady incremental changes to that way of operating. 

People will ask why do I do it? well it is not for the money clearly as neither Kim or I 

have been paid to do this, what drives me and has done since a small child is, injustice, 

the desire to end as much of it as possible, it is riddled through all aspects of our lives, 

another wheel that more have to step off and fight it, rather than spinning inside of the 

wheel complaining about it. The key to it all is teaching with a base understanding, and 

that is what I have tried to do with my shows, give all people a chance to learn from a 

base level up, you have to start at base level as we were all blind, naive and oblivious to 

the sheer depth of all that is wrong in all aspects of life. Recognizing things are just not 

adding up in this world, and what was revealed to us is wrong, is the first step, for many 

finding out governments lie and manipulate is the first base, our members have developed 

enough to know governments lie and manipulate, because they are told to do so, big 

difference. They are told by the families, agencies and dragon groups to lie and 

manipulate, and yet as our members have found out, yet sadly those groups are having 

great difficulty in believing and accepting is, they were lied to and manipulated also, 

oops. It went on higher up the chain on each successive level, all lied to, all manipulated 

until it reached the king, all hail the king, long live the king, and the king lived long, until 

he match his match and ultimately his demise, between Shane, Kim and I we worked out 

the never to be told, never to be revealed system of control, and with the help of several 

others, human and not, crashed it to it's knees, we are now in the clean up phase, to those 

who think shallow and wait for the future event(s) newsflash, it's already happened. So 

my aim was to fight not only injustice but also how to deal with it, it is a key aspect and I 

would say the core aspect of this show, the psychology, not done by their book like 

psycho the rapist, but by wisdom and observance of the overview, having knowledge is 
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one thing, what you do with it is another, it goes to your inner core and defines who and 

what you are and also become.    I will repeat again what's left is the clean up phase, and 

that will take much time, only because of the many unwilling to do the work and is left to 

the few, should more join, that will like time is currently, speed up. This war now is all 

about a duality again, it maybe the last war we fight as we gain better understanding of 

ourselves, who we are, and how we develop, this is a war now between those who care 

and those who don't, service to self and service to others in essence, many confess to be 

service to others, but the majority are percentage wise of service to the self, again be 

honest, your own wording of emails, texts, chat messages or calls with the propensity to 

mention the I and my, not the we and us, what happens to Social Security, will you fix 

my housing situation, I need this or I need that are all examples of looking after the self 

rather than the all. Yes, you have to look after the self to be able to look after the all, 

something people close to me have constantly had to remind me of, are you a giver or 

taker? again be honest with yourself, are you looking for a hand up or hand out? again be 

honest. These are all the things people should ponder on themselves, as the masks fade 

away all others can see you for what you are, is that the best version of you? is the current 

version of you what you would like to be seen as? are you envious of others because they 

have done the work, or worked harder to improve themselves? again be honest. At this 

juncture in time, you are only lying to yourself, as many others can now see better, the 

fog has lifted and the picture becomes much clearer now. We have lived in a competitive 

world and changes in lifetime habits can take time, so don't be too hard on yourself if you 

are in some of the categories just mentioned, recognizing one or more of those things in 

yourself, is the key, the next phase is correcting it, you can be helped with that, but 

ultimately it is down to you alone. So, back to the question, would you leave friends and 

loved ones behind because they are not ready? some will take that question literally and 

that's ok, that is the predominant external aspect thinking many still operate in, when the 

internal aspect is the key to all, plus many think of events in terms of the future, when it 

has already taken place, as mentioned earlier. The key to understanding that question is, 

haven't many of you already left or lost loved ones, family, friends and associates in this 

war of the minds and hearts, so in essence you already made your choices, have you not? 

You chose a different path, although we all walk on the same world, in real terms we are 

not a part of the same world either, their reality is vastly different to ours, we are not all 

on the same path, or the same frequency, and this will only increase as time moves 

forward. Another aspect of it is, by pushing or pressuring them into believing what you 

know and understand, is that not going against their free will and sovereign choice? As 

frustrating as it is and has been for us all, there is an element of us deciding their paths for 

them is it not? it is like putting a kindergarten child in charge of the nuclear war station, it 

won't work. We don't like authority or clowns telling us what to do and reject and fight 

against it accordingly, waking people up is the same thing for them, they selected not to, 

do we have a right to impinge on their beliefs and sovereignty? the answer is no. I said it 

was too late for those people in late 2017, people didn't like that statement, of which I 
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fully understand, I don't particularly like it either, as my desire to help as many as 

possible dictates that, but it became very clear earlier on, my messages would not be for 

the all, but for the few. I would have liked many more on board, but if this is was my 

final show and was asked was THI and myself a success, I would say with pride, 

absolutely, not because of the knowledge but the deeper understanding, THI has changed 

many peoples lives on many different levels, from a listener perspective, you should 

recognize that within yourselves and give yourselves the credit for taking on a task, many 

will not endure. But the niggle inside of us all is, but I could have done more, my answer 

back is could they who you were trying to help have done more? actually much more? 

None of us signed contracts to help anyone, that comes from the heart, your heart, but too 

many have not attached their hearts, they are broken, disconnected and cold, they lack 

basic care beyond themselves and even that is fractured, if they dare to spend a few hours 

reviewing or contemplating their lives, oh my god you mean I have to look in the mirror 

and face myself Thomas, yes exactly, many spend many hours a day judging or 

comparing others, yet won't spend a minute analyzing themselves? The very fact we have 

to teach people to think, use common sense and care for people, shows how far down 

humanity in general has sunk, it is a long way back, and we have within this group made 

giant strides towards that, in what quite frankly has been in ridiculous circumstances of 

being rejected by your own circle, ridiculed outside your circle, called all kinds by trolls, 

shills and retarded elements of society, and yet despite of all that, were all still here and 

fighting. Will end tonight with a song for us all, and leave with one line from it, But 

through it all, when there was doubt, we ate it up and spit it out, we faced it all and we 

stood tall and did it our way. 

 

 I will leave this show tonight with a small piece to finish things off, the last piece was 

written on Sunday and events that have unfolded since then has confirmed much of what 

is contained within that piece. Possibilities can become probabilities when certain actions 

unfold, by the many who are making the changes here. Kim and I are part of that, before 

we even met, but we are not the only ones, there are many more and all have played a 

role in things in some way, something's may appear to be small, but a small component 

has to be inserted to create the whole picture, so essentially the small piece or role can 

also be looked at as, the key piece. Many of us operate in hidden worlds or realms that 

affect things here on the physical realm, that largely goes un noticed by the many. 

Actions taken in particular over the last month in the hidden realms, considered mythos, 

legends you will all come to eventually find out, is more real than you can imagine. 

Working with the UR council over many years brings much wisdom of what has taken 

place here, much of our past was lost, much of it destroyed, but some kept the narrative 

and the wisdom going, and some returned at various intervals to try to not only fix the 

past, but more importantly heal it also, to then bring it to the now, and enable a better and 

brighter future. It has required much sacrifice on horrific levels on all planes of existence, 

humanity was sold out by the gods and goddesses, none of whom are in here, despite 
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claims by many of I am this and that, it is all bollocks. They are not allowed in here 

anymore, they are not capable of morphing into this reality, they who near destroyed 

everything with their self serving attitude, that they and they alone are above all 

creatures, including creator source itself. It is they who self elevated themselves and 

presented themselves as our gods and goddesses, all ego and hierarchy of their own self 

importance, that twisted life and the ultimate in creation from source, US. They who 

worked with the traitorous Michael, Lucifer, Andromedeans, Arcturians, Orion reps, 

Sirius B, Alcyone, Hydras, Anu, Marduk, Enki, Set, Pleiadian Nib ir uans (yes they are 

the avian crew who did much damage here - Nib means bill or beak, they are the clowns 

in Egyptian Hieroglyphs, and Mr Zahi Hawass can claim all he likes of Egyptians did this 

and that, they never, the dark magicians did it, and quite frankly he needs to shut up and 

let true history come out, Thoth and minions who overlaid our thoths which became 

known as thoughts) Sumerians, Melchizedek lineage along with Noah, Moses, Abraham, 

Shem and Ham, in contract with the dark djinns, and their sim like distorted world that 

was split into two, the astral, along with the Draconian empire, have done so much 

damage, caused so much trauma, grief, raped, pillaged and plundered all before them, for 

millions of years until the fightback begun following the last major war around 5000 

years ago. We regrouped, rethought, re-strategized and used our collective consciousness 

that is way beyond anything they can muster and fought back, it is the UR who are 

behind the legends of the North, they are the originals no matter what tribe or book will 

tell you different, it was they who taught all the tribes until they fell into the dark 

infection, that consumed them all, of sacrifice and the Kali Ma. The continent of Da'Arya 

and later named Hyperborea, to do with Vedic, Scandinavian, Irish and Albion (original 

name for England) that brought forth the legend of Arth, Arth is a title of the UR, so it 

became Arthur, Ragnarok, Odin, Thor and Apollo and many other names, of these I am 

familiar with all of them, for greater detail of it as he undergone the physical 3D 

teachings in far greater depth than I, some can gain it from outside of the 3D realm, listen 

to Sethikus Boza of Black Earth Productionz, you will find our message and visions are 

all very similar, yet neither of us have met, spoken or listened to each others shows, I was 

called to listen to a few this past week, because it was time. The Gods and Goddesses are 

at our mercy now, they can do nothing but wait for us to realign and fix the problems 

they created in here, their ascension along with the planet and planetary being, is reliant 

solely on us to fix this problem once and for all. This is why it is WE who have to save 

us, no one else, not even the gods or goddesses can fix it, and why we who came in here 

to fix these issues, we must remember our, and the fight, and triumph once and for all, 

that will reopen the stargates and restore this Universe to it's natural organic state. There 

is no heaven, hell, universe, god, goddess, light, dark, space, time, dimensions, 

technology, church, demons, angels, stars, suns outside of us, that is the illusion, they and 

it all reside within us, we have just forgotten, is that just a throw away rousing line to 

elevate you, like some TV evangelist? no, it is the truth, of which in the near future I 

expect more will be revealed to you. So, what are the changes? some I can say, much I 
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will not as things are developing now on an increasing scale as we move rapidly to 2020 

and vision, the main earth grid is now corrected, which was initially done with male 

energy, but was corrected not into female energy, but both, this will bring us into the 

balance, of which I will go into in a future show. The Lord of their bible who is, now was 

Anu, has now departed permanently, the sidekick to the Draco Empire of the Mantids and 

their Queen, who is not a particularly nice entity to engage I can tell you, has now quit 

and resigned her group to the peace treaty under the agreement with the Universal 

Council. The timelines which we have been working on, has now converged into one and 

a new dawn arises, between now and end of this year I expect to see things unfold that is 

potentially deemed beyond unreal, we will see how it all plays out. Word of caution these 

events may not come to us as we all wished, hoped and or desired, it will have 

consequences based on the actions undertaken, it was not possible to save the all, the 

work was to save as much as possible for the progression of the species, the planet and 

the being we reside on and in, that is the be all and end all. You must all steel yourselves 

into a processing and healing pattern, healing being the operative word here, all the clues 

you all needed leading up to the now, where in my shows at various intervals, it was up to 

you to connect the dots. The shows at certain times were designed to trigger you into 

remembering, processing and healing, from one aspect it will bring much joy, another 

much pain and trauma, but the end justifies the means, when you operate in an overview 

basis. The end and the beginning is one and the same, a new slate, a new time, a new 

frequency always leaves something behind, but we cannot dwell in the past with the non 

playing characters, we have to focus on us and what is real and our future that awaits us, 

a journey beyond comprehension, description and understanding even on a base level, 

never mind the higher levels of wisdom passed down to the few willing to undertake the 

task ahead. Those that shared the common vision, that all was not lost, only that it was 

shattered into many pieces and dispersed far and wide, but we collected those pieces, the 

swords, the arcs, the shields, the rings, the hammers, the wisdom, dna, and blood codes 

and reassembled them for this timeline and the final battle of light and dark. There is no 

beginning or end of the dark, and there is no beginning or end of the light, it reside within 

us all, and we must learn to balance that in a better way, now certain overlays and 

systems are crushed, a failure to recognize that will lead to a repeat and after many 

lifetimes in correcting it, that would be beyond stupid. The 45-55 balance works on all 

levels, moreso as events to manifest unfold, 55% joy and 45% sadness or vice versa 

works, core alignment laid out in the previous two shows is and will be the key, healing, 

healing and more healing will also be the key, we have been through much, and now we 

are in the clean up phase. There is no one off event, as I told you all 5/6 years ago, but a 

series of them that phases in and phases out, out with the old and in with the new, the 

pace of those events depends only on one thing, YOU, each and everyone of you who is a 

real organic soul operating currently in this human vessel, no matter which star system 

you originated from, in the here and now, you are human and for that we can all be 
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thankful. I thank you all for being on this journey with me and us, and remember hello 

my name is human.  

 

 

 

 


